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SCENARIO 2 -  CLOUD 
SOURCING 

 

 

DESCRIPTION 

Cloud Sourcing is a scenario of Brighton in 2030. In this scenario, the Brighton and Hove Councils 

mandate has expanded to include what is known today as Greater Brighton (to reach Gatwick).  

A centralised vehicle management system co-ordinates and controls traffic in the city.   

 

SCENARIO LOGICS 

 Brighton & Hove City Council becomes responsible for Greater Brighton Region (Unexpected 
Change) 

 Centralised Transport Control is imposed within the City limits (Unexpected Change) 
 

 

POINTS AND ASSUMPTIONS 

 New:  Greater Brighton, distributed vehicle intelligence (Vehicles operate autonomously but also 

communicate with each other. This gives a collective intelligence over the entire traffic 

network), on-demand transport, central policing, resilient and pervasive data networks, no 

privately-operated vehicles 

 Trends: Face-to-face education reducing, work automation, increasing application of Artificial 

Intelligence (AI), Electric Vehicles dominant in numbers, increasing population density, ageing 

population 

 Continued: University, Creative, innovative (although focus transitioned from Digital to 

Biological) and independent thinking city culture 

 Removed / Reduced: Self-directed vehicles removed from city, bicycles removed 

 Returned: Central ownership and control of public transport 
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TIMELINE 

Year Events 

2030 Final stage of Greater Brighton integrated into mandate of Brighton and Hove 

Council. Note that vehicles outside city limits in Greater Brighton need NOT be EV or 

centrally controllable….yet! 

2027 National legislation is bought in to progressively phase in state control of public 

transport over the next five years. As a progressive innovative city, Brighton finalises 

decision to be early adopter of a fully automated and centrally orchestrated 

transport system over next three years. 

2024 First cities in Asia run with fully automated, and centrally orchestrated transport 

systems. Remote education reduces Brighton student numbers and movements 

significantly, Majority of vehicles are EV 

2021 Autonomous Vehicles for transport of people and goods increasingly common, New 

education programmes associated with AI and transport developed 

A STUDENT AND INNER-CITY COMMUTER JOURNEY 

Park Sun-Hep let his ride take him up the Lewes Road to the University. He didn’t look away from the 

data screen on the cabin wall. Using a centrally orchestrated and automated traffic system led to 

some manoeuvres that were unsettling to watch as a control less passenger.  Against the heavier 

morning traffic flow, the journey sometimes had fits-and-starts. It could be more like a salmon 

returning to spawn up a rocky stream than a direct trip. 

Today’s Eevy-Peevy (EVPV - Electric Vehicle Personal Vehicle) had arrived. It had accounted for 

projected city congestion and the time it usually took him to get in the cab from announced arrival.   

Allowed to board after confirming his identity, he pulled from the cloud, and activated, his personal 

computing entity.  Using a mixture of voice, thought and gesture controls he worked through his 

journey-suitable task list.  Today he would squeeze in a call to his parents back in Pyongyang which 

would be in their afternoon.  

Like much employment, a lot of university study had moved online. For those interested in learning 

skills to fill the gaps left by automation however, face-to-face education still worked.   Sun-Heps 

specialty was ‘Practical Complexity’, the crossover of Anthropology, Complexity Theory and 

Technology. Naturally, he came here to Brighton to study it. The city being both a leader in teaching 

the field at the University and application of it as an early adopter of a distributed intelligent 

transport system. 

Brighton was the first UK city to mandate no individually controlled vehicles in its boundaries.  

Instead, leapfrogging a central computer control system, all vehicles integrated a distributed and 

interconnected intelligence package.  Effectively a ‘clever transport cloud’ replaced the arbitrary 

mess of roads, traffic controls, varying driver quality, providers and dumb vehicles of yesterday.   

Cost of living increases, higher population density, ageing population and reducing student numbers 

had changed city demography. There had been major congestion with policing and directing 
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transport extremely problematic. At least for humans. This triggered the transition of the city 

transport system. 

Park Sun-Hep had seen major changes in his own lifetime.  Growing up in Pyongyang he knew it was 

possible for a whole city, and even a country, to change.  It was odd that in Brighton people had 

passionately fought to retain bicycles. In North Korea the people couldn’t wait to get rid of the 

things.  

Sun-Hep was study-working on the project to integrate the Greater Brighton rural area into the city 

transport system. More diverse rural demands, and less reliable infrastructure, were a particular 

problem which distributed intelligence could help.  At the moment, inbound vehicles at the city 

fringe turned over vehicle control or transitioned their load to a vehicle that had it.  

Five minutes out, he ended the call with his parents. The cab began the cycle down for him to leave. 

He ‘washed out’ his computing entity back into the cloud. Birdsong recorded earlier in the network 

was piped in. The air conditioning pumped in the smell coffee to the cabin. He was ready to go. 


